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1 - CONTEXT OF THE STUDY S' 
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Promoted the capital of the British Indian Empire in 191 1, then capital of independent India in 1947, 
Delhi is the Indian metropolis (over a million inhabitants in 1981) which has experienced the highest 
demographic growth over the last decades. Its population has expanded from 1.4 million in 1951 to 
8.4 million in 1991. The rate of growth, however, slows down over that same period: 5.1% per year 
from 1951 to 1961,4.5% to 4.6% from 1961 to 1981, and 3.9% per year between 1981 and 1991. 

Today, Delhi is a city in full expansion: although traditionally, it has always had a political and 
administrative role to play, it is now becoming one of the country's major centres of economic 
growth. In addition, the .capital has pioneered original experiences in town and country planning, 
with a rigorous planning of the city, policy of urban public transport, the creation of satellite towns, 
measures of land control, relocation of slum dwellers. However, despite these policy measures, 
speculation on land and formation of slums could not be avoided. Delhi thus provides an example of 
how a capital with several millions of inhabitants has developed, with a sustained growth in the 
context of willful urban policies. 

Moreover, this capital's.dynamics is part of an urbanisation process, that has two characteristics at a 
national level. Firstly, with a level of urbanisation that is relatively nioderate (26% in 1991), India 
remains a predominantly rural country - and will remain so in the medium term. Secondly, the urban 
scene is dominated by the big metropolises, and the urbanisation process has gone hand in hand with 
a growing concentration of the urban population in the metropolises of a million- and multi-million 
inhabitants. 

In Delhi, like in other large metropolises in the world, the process of urbanisation seems to be linked 
to other specific phenomena: 
- the deconcentration of the urban core; 
- a process of suburbanisation, with the rapid development of suburbs and the formation of satellite 
towns ; 
- an increased differentiation and segmentation of the metropolitan art%-.; 
- the development of commuting between place of residence and place of work as well as the 
development of other forms of circular mobility between different places of residence inside and 
outside the town, resulting in complex and multi-polar spatial residential patterns which go beyond 
the urbadrural dichotomy. 

The development of a metropolis like Delhi, with several millions of inhabitants, raises crucial and 
specific problems in terms of urban administration. Furthermore, the rate of demographic growth, in 
spite of its slow down, remains quite significant, which compounds the task of town planners. 

Understanding how cities function and, in the fm place, how their population dynamics function, is 
an indispensable prerequisite for any attempt at town planning. In this research project on Delhi, the 
study of population movements is used as a preferential tool to analyse and understand better the 
dynamics of the metropolis: its development as well as its internal structuring and transformations. 

2 - THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME 

2.1. Research objectives 

The main objective of this research project is to improve our knowledge of the different forms of 
spatial mobility and of the complex spatial residentid patterns in a Iarge metropolis, and to analyse the 
different types of mobility practiced by the population in relation to its absoption into the urban labour 
market and conditions of access to a dwelling. 

Then, it aims to analyse the impact of such residential and occupational strategies on urban dynamics, 
and this a t  three levels: 
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- Impact on the global dynamics of the town, in terms of geographical spread of the urban 
agglomeration and development of suburbs and satellite towns, that is, more generally, impact on the 
process of metropolisation and suburbanistion; 

- Impact on the intemal structure of the metropolitan area, in terms of population redistribution 
within the urban space and in terms of differential dynamics of certain neigbourhoods, and, more 
genrally, role of residential strategies in the process of spatial segmentation ; 

- By putting Delhi into its regional context, the different forms of population mobility will be 
also examined in order to better understand the structure of the exchanges that take place between the 
metropolis and the neighbouring states of North India, or other places of the national temtory, or 
even intemational space. 

In this perspective, we shall also examine the links between the urban policies at the macro-level and 
the individual's residential practices at the micro-level. 

The following two questions guide our investigation: 

- What are the residential practices developed by the population, its strategies as regards the 
occupation of the geographical and economic space of Delhi metropolitan area? What are the 
occupational, familial, etc... determinants of such practices? 

- What impact do these residential practices have on the global and intra-urban dynamics of Delhi? 

Particular attention will be given to the forms of temporary and circular mobility and their evolution. 
The permanent versus transitory character of the circular mobilities will be questioned: do these 
complex residential patterns represent a step towards a settling down into the city or do they tend to 
become perennial? What lessons can be drawn as to the impact of such patterns on urban dynamics? 

The objective of such research in the Indian national context will also be to understand to what extent 
the development of the forms of circular mobility can help to mainan. a relatively moderate rate of 
urbanisation. 

The research project on Delhi is also conducted in the perspective of an intemational comparison with 
another metropolis of the developing world, Bogota (Colombia)'. This will also allow us to compare 
the different patterns of spatial mobility in two large metropolises which face some similar problems 
although they belong to contrasting geographical and socio-political contexts. 

2.2. Research methodology 

The officiaI systems of demographic data production in India (the censuses and the National Sample 
Survey) do  not provide adequate information on the different forms of spatial mobility in relation to 
urban dynamics: first they focus mainly of migration seen as a relatively permanent tranfer of 
residence, and secondly the level of aggregation of the data on migation does not allow a differential 
analysis of the neigbourhoods inside a given urban agglomeration. Hence, in addition to making use 
of the bibliographical and statistical data available on Delhi, this research programme relies essentially 
on specific surveys carried out on samples of populations in some selected neighbourhoods of the 
metropolitan area (see below section 3.1). 

' The reserch project in Delhi is conducid in collaboration with the Institute of Economic Growth, with the financial 
support of ORSTOM (Paris). In Bogota, the research projeci is conducted by Françoise DUREAU (ORSTOM) in 
collaboration with the CEDE (Universiiy of Andes). The comparaiive programme on the residential prxtices of the 
populations and their impaci on the dynsmics and segmcniation of large meiropolises has received a financial support 
from CNRS - PIR-Villes (Paris). 
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Only a combination of the quantitative and qualitative approaches can adequately meet the three 
principles stated above, and help us to determine the direction and socio-demographic compositions 
of the principal population flows towards, from and inside the Delhi metropolitan area, as well as the 
individual and family strategies under which these population movements take place. This is why, 
through the combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches, the observation system adopted 
includes two main parts: 

- A Statistical Survey carried out on a sample of approximately 1,500 households of the 
metropolitan area. The survey.is based on a structured questionnaire filled for every person who 
sleeps (even temporarily) in each of the neighbourhoods included in the sample. Information is 
collected regarding commuting between the place of residence and the place of work or study, the 
residential system, temporary mobilities as well as the migratory trajectory. 

semi-directed interviews wmed out on a sub-sample of approximately 50 people, selected in such a 
way that they represent the categories shown by the statistical survey. The purpose of these 
interviews is to collect detailed migration, occupational and faínilial histories, to observe the support 
network that intervene in the residential strategies, and hence to deepen in the understanding of the 
population's migratory behaviour, especially of the people who move the most. 

The observation of spatial mobilities and residential practices was complemented by the collection of 
basic information on the contextual background of each neighbourood selected for the survey: civic 
amenities available, land use pattern, history of the neighbourhood, how the area has developed over 
the last decades in terms of housing, civic amenities and economic activities, whether it has  benefitted 
from specific urban policies or whether it results mainly from non governmental initiatives (including 
unauthorized settlements). This will allow us to analyse the extent to which the main characteristics of 
the neighbourood (in terms of housing and economic activities in particular) may influence certain 
residential seategies at the individual and household levels, and, reciprocally, to which extent the 
residential strategies have an impact on the dynamics of the neighbourhood and the strqcturing of the 
city. 

I - An Anthropological Observation will supplement the statistica1,observation and will consist of 

In order to get a better understanding of the urban transformations linked to the residential behaviour 
and to the spatial mobilities practiced by individuals and their families, the system of observation 
follows three basic principles: 

- To take into consideration the set of all types of mobility, regardless of the distance (intra-urban 
movements in the metropolitan area and migrations towards and from Delhi) or the duration of the 
movement (permanent or temporary migrations and daily commuting). 

- To introduce a longitudinal approach, which helps us to understand the way in which people 
combine different residential practices throughout the different stages of their life cycle. 

' 

- To take into consideration the family units in the observation and analysis of the migratory practices, 
in order to relocate individuals' mobility behaviours into their familial context, and the-réby recover 
the collective dimension of the mobility logic, evidenced in numerous socio-anthropological works. 

I '  
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3. THE QUANTITATIVE SURVEY OF POPULATION MOBILITY 

3.1. Universe of reference and zones-selected for the survey (Figure 1) 

The area of reference : the metropolitan area of Delhi. 

Following the specific aspects of the process of metropolisation observed in Delhi, namely: the 
process of suburbanisation and development of satellite towns ; and the development of cicular 
mobilities which go beyond the urban/rural dichotomy, it appears that the relevant area of reference 
for a study concerned with the development of Delhi cannot be limited to the administrative 
boundaries of the urban agglomeration. 
For the purpose of this study, the area of reference is the Delhi Metropolitan Area, as identified for 
the first time by the Master Plan of Delhi (1962) and defined by the National Capital Planning Board 
in its Regional Plan for 2001 on the basis of a study of the Delhi region. 
Thus, the Delhi Metropolitan Area consists of: 
- Delhi National Capital Temtory including Delhi urban agglomeration, the small and medium-sized 
towns of the hinterland, as well as the rural areas; 
- 6 ring towns located within a radius of 35 kilometres around the capital, and whose demographic 
and economic development is inter-dependent with that of Delhi, and involves large-scale commuting. 

Selection of the zones to be studied 

Given, on the one hand, the population size and geographical spread of a metropolis like Delhi 
(propably close to 10 millions today), and, on the other hand, our time and cost constraints which 
allowed us to sumey a total sample of maximum 1500 households, it was obviously not possible to 
envisage a sample that would be representative of the entire Delhi metropolitan area. 
Considering our research objectives, what appeared important was to have: 
- on the one hand, a sample representative at a local level (neigbourhood), since the objective of the 
survey implies the measurement and a close analysis of intra-urban flows among neighbourhoods: 
- and, on the other hand, to highlight the different patterns of populàtion mobility that count in the 
global functioning of the metropolitan area. 

Therefore, we have reduced the universe of the study and selected specific zones in the Delhi 
metropolitan area. The selection was done according to a reasoned choice, on the basis of the analysis 
of the 1991 census data?. as well as other information available on the land use patem and types of 
settlement and housing. 

Considering again the size of the urban agglomeration as well as the size of some of thcring towns 
(two of them with a population over half a million), and, on the other hand, the permitted maximum 
size of the sample (1500 households), we found it more interesting for the purpose of this survey to 
focus the observation on certain types of zones, in order to better highlight.the most significant 
aspects of the process of metropolisation at work in the Delhi region, that is: the rapid growth of the 
peripheral zones of the urban agglomeration; and, concerning the ring towns, the creation of satellite 
towns and new residential townships. Subsequently, we decided to focus on zones of more recent 
settlement with higher rate of population growth (between 198.1 and 1991), hence indicating 
important movements of population towards those zones, and which are generally located in the 
peripheral zones. 

Nevertheless, we included in the sample a relatively centrally located zone, in order to have a better 
representation of the various types of residential patterns and urban dynamics. For the same reason, 
we have also planned to conduct an additional survey of a sample of houseless people sleeping on the 
pavement or in the night shelters located in the old city (the historical core of the town) where the 
highest concentration of pavement dwellers is found. 

7 - See DUPONT (V.) & MITRA (A.) - “Popularion disrribulion, growth and socio-cconomic sparial pslleriis in Delhi. 
Findings from the 1991 ceilsus data”.Workiq Puper Series No E/lG4/94, Iiistirure of Economic Crowih, 1994. 
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The other criteria applied to select the zones then aimed at taking into account the diversity of the 
neighbourhoods found in the metropolitan area in terms of : geographical sector, residential density, 
economic functions, socio-economic characteristics of the population, types of settlement and 
housing - which are linked to urban policies and public interventjons. This approach will allow us to 
conduct a differential analysis of the residential practices of the people in relation with urban policies 
which have been implemented. 

The main characteristics of the zones selected are described in Table 1. 

4.2. Sampling frame 

For the 4 zones located in Delhi metropolitan area and for one ring town (NOIDA), the electoral rolls 
updated in October 1994 for Delhi and January 1995 for Noida, have been used as a sampling frame. 
In order to limit the risk of non exhaustivity of the electoral rolls, we used these lists to draw, not a 
sample qf individuals, but a sample of dwelling units. The dwelling units were identified by the 
voters' addresses, and all the households living in the selected dwelling units were surveyed, whether 
or not the individuals were registered in the electoral rolls. In that manner, we could survey a good 
number of new comers or tenants who were not registered. 

In each zone we applied a stratified and three-stage sampling (see Table 2). At the first stage, we 
select@ polling stations, from the list of polling station in each zone, with probability proportional to 
the size (in nombre of voters in the polling station). 
At the second stage, in each polling station of the sample, we selected the dwelling units, 
independently with equal probability using random numbers generated by electronic computers. 
At the third stage, we surveyed all the households in each dwelling unit of the sample. 

This samling scheme was applied independently in each strata of each of the studied zones. Each zone 
was previously divided into 2 to 6 strata, according to the type of seulement and housing, following 
field observation (see Table 1). 

In the sixth zone selected, a new township in the outskirt a ring town, electoral rolls involved too 
many limitations to be used as a sampling frame: no updating, number of persons not registered likely 
to be particularly high-in a new neighbourhood with some phases still under construction. 

Therefore, the list of occupied dwelling units was established on the basis of a land use survey of all 
the plots; this survey was conducted with the help of maps prepared by the builders and showing the 
boundai-ies of the zone as well as the boundaries of the plots. Then, we used this sampling frame to 
apply a two-stage sampling similar to the one applied in the other zones : the dwelling units were 
selected independently with equal probability using random numbers; then all the households in each 
dwelling unit of the sample were surveyed. 

The stratification of the zone was established according to the type of settlement and the period since 
developed, on the basis of the master plan established by the builder and field observation. 

Finally, the total sample consists of 1229 dwelling units, corresponding to 1413 households 
surveyed. 
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Figure 1. Description of the observation system 

GEOGRAPHICAL . INFORMATION SYSTEM 

- Delhi National Capital Territory consisting of : Delhi Urban Agglomeration 
divided into 143 census charges + 6 small towns + rural hinterland - 6 ring towns 

I I 

I 

DEFINITION OF THE UNIVERSE OF STUDY 

1. DELIMITATION OF THE METROPOLITAN AREA OF DELHI 

lelhi Metropolitan Area as identified by the Master Plan of Delhi and the National Capital Planning Board, on 
he basis of geographical criteria (distance to Delhi), as well as criteria of demographic and economic inter- 
lependency 

Delhi Metropolitan Area = Delhi National Capital Tenitory + 6 ring towns 

2. SELECTION OF THE ZONES TO BE STUDIED 

4 ZONES IN DELHI 
Selected according to: geographical location, population dynamics, =io-economic characteristics, tyPe 
of settlement and housing 

1 RING TOWN + 1 ZONE IN THE OUTSKIRT 
Selected according to: geographical location, population dynamics, urban fonctions, type of urban 
planning operation implemented 

L- 

I 

SYSTEM OF DATA COLLECTION ON SPATIAL MOBILITY 

1. EXTERNAL DELIMITATION AND STRATIFICATION 
OF EACH OF THE STUDY ZONE 

4 ZONES IN DELHI + 1 RING TOWN 
External delimitation according to the division into electoral consistencies and polling stations 
Stratification according to the type of seulement following field observations 

1 ZONE IN THE OUTSKIRT 
Delimitation according to the land use survey established by the builder 
Stmtification according to the period since built and to the type of settlement following field observations 

2. SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE OF HOUSEHOLDS 

I ZONES IN DELHI + 1 RING TOWN : strarified and three-stage sampling on the list of dwelling units 

1 ZONE IN THE OUTSKIRT : stratified and two-stage sampling on the list of dwelling units 

3. SURVEYS 

STATISTICAL SURVEY ANTHROPOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Sample of 14 I3 households Sub-sample of about 50 persons 
(sunVev lo be conducted in 1996) 
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STUDIED ZONES CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ZONE* . 

Table 1 - Description of the selected zones 

No of strata 
and criteria* 

IN DELHI URBAN AGGLOMERATION 

1. TIGRI 

2. MAYUR VIHAR - 
IXILOKPURI 

3. NEKRU STADIUM 

I.. ROKINI-BADLI 

'OTAL DELHI 

idditional survey to k 
onducred in 

)LD DELHI 

N e i g M d  located in the southem periphery 
High residential density and rapid population growth 
Low income groups, many construction workers 
Different types of settlement and housing : large slum, resettlement 
colony, unauthorized colony, flats built by the Delhi Development 
Authority for low income groups 

Widespread zone located in the eastem periphery 
Middle to very high residential densities, and rapid population 

Different income groups, high propoflion of persons employed in 
SerVjCeS 
Different types of settlement and housing : slum pockets, large 
resettlement colony, unauthorized and u posreriori regularized 
colonies, many flats built by the Delhi Development Authority , 
cooperative group housing societies, urban villages 

Small zone, relatively centrally located, in  New-Delhi 
Slum: highly densely populated, developed since 1979-80 
Government flats (for iovemment employees) built at the same time 

Widespread zone locami in the west-northern periphery, including an 
industrial zone 
Low residential densily and very rapid population growth 
Low and middle income groups, with high proporlion of industrial 
workers 
Different types of settlement and housing : slums, resettlement 
:olony, unauthorized colony, flats built by the Delhi Development 
4uthority for difieren[ income groups, individual plots with 
ndependent houses, urban villages 

growth 

4 

Criteria: 
1% s 

6 

Criteria: 
tYPe s 

2 

Criteria: 
types 

3 

Criteria:- 
types 

- 
N" of 

sampl 
house 
holds 
7 

176 

- 
343 

164 

171 

854 - 

Historical core of the city 
Extremely high residential density and negative population growth 
High concentration of commercial activities and small scale 
industrial units 
The survey will focus on the houseless people sleeping on the 
pavemenls or in  the night shellers run by the Municipality. 
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No of strata Na of 
STUDIED ZONES CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ZONE* and criteria* sample 

house 
holds 

Table 1 - Description of the selected zones 
(con tin ired) 

IN THE RING TOWNS OF THE METROPOLITAN AREA 

5 .  NOIDA 

(entire temtory) 

6. DLF QUTAB 
ENCLAVE 

( residential township in 
the outskirt of the town 

of Gurgaon) 

TOTAL RJNG TOWNS 

TOTAL 6 Z O W  
@lmdy surveyed) 

New town developed since the 8Os, east of Delhi, including a very 
large industrial estate 
Very rapid population growlh 
All income groups 
Different types of seltlement and housing : planned sectors for 
individual plots and group housing, slums, urban villages 

New residential township in the oulskirt of the town of Gurgaon, 
south of Delhi 
Developed by a private builder with some phases still under 
construction 
Very low residential densities 
High income groups 
Individual houses mainly, a few group housing, a colony for the 
employees of a car factory 

3 

type s 
Criteria : 

7 
Criteria: I 

type s 
4- 

period since 
developed 

- 
395 

164 

- 
559 

1413 

- - 

- 
%.. * The demographic characteristics refer to the 1981-91 decade. 

** Criteria of stratification: type S = type of settlement and housing, as described in the 2nd column, on the basis of 
field observation 

' ,  
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Table 2- General characteristics of the sampling frame 

.. 
i 

GENERAL STRUCTURE 

SAMPLMG FRAMÉ 
4 

C 

STRATIFICATION 

SELECTION OF PQLLING 
STATIONS 

(lST STAGE) 

SELECTIONS OF D%'ELLING 
UNITS 

J2NDSTAGE) 

SELECflON OF 
HOUSEHOLDS (3RD STAGE) 

GENERAL STRUCTURE 

SAMPLJNG FRAME 

FIXATIRCATION 

;ELECTION OF DWELLING 
MITS I 

1ST STAGE) 

;ELECTIONOF I 

IOUSEHOLDS (2ND STAGE) 
r 

TOTAL SAMPLE ' 

STATISTICAL SURVEY (February- April 1995) 

DELHI + 1 RING TOWN (NOIDA) . 

Stratified and three-stage sampling 

Electoral rolls of the 4 zones in Delhi and of one ring town, including list of 
polling stations and voters' list. The latter were used as a list of dwelling units 
(after idenlifeation and counting on the basis of the voters' addresses) 

Stratification based on the type of settlement and housing, following field 
observation 

In each zone and strata, selection of polling stations wilh probability proportional 
to the size (in numbre of voters in the polling station) 

--> 110 polling stations 

From each selected polling station, dwelling units were selected independently 
with equal probability using random numbers geneqted by electronic computers. 

'' --> 1076 dwelling units 

Survey of all the households in each dwelling unit of the sample 

--> 1239 households 
<.*. 

1 ZONE IN ANOTHER RING TOWN (GURCAON) 

Stratified and two-stage sampling 

List of the occupied dwelling uni t s  in the zone, established on the basis of a land 
Ise survey of all the plots 

Suatification based on the type of settlement and the period since developed, on 
he basis of the master plan established by the builder and field observation 

'n each s t r a h  dwelling units were selected independently with equal probability 
s i n g  random numbers generated by electronic computers. 

'--> 153 dwellings units 

iurvey of all the households in each dwelling uni t  of the sample 

--> 163 households 

--> 1229 dwelling units 

--> 1413 households 
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4.3. The  questionnaire of the statistical survey 

To finalise the questionnaire of the statistical survey, we have benefitted from the lessons drawn from 
the implementation of a similar survey in Bogota (as mentioned above). Basically, the questionnaire 
follows the design conceived for the study of population mobility in this metropolis3 with - of course- 
some necessary adjustments to take into account the specificty of the  Indian context. The 
questionnaire is presented in Appendix. 

Sections A and B: Characteristics of the settlement and of the dwelling: unit 

The first section focusses on the dwelling unit: type of settlement, building and dwelling unit, period 
since built, number of households inside it, number of rooms, availability of basic facilities, 
occupation conditions and mode of access to property. Although the questions are very simple, they 
provide the basic information needed to analyze the conditions of access to the dwelling unit, which 
are essential elements in the process of residential insertion of the migrants into the different 
neighbourhoods of the metropolitan area. 

Sections (2-1, C-TT and C-III: Demopi-aphic and Socioeconomic Characteristics of the Members of the 
Household and Commuting (Residence - Place of study, and Residence - Place of Work) 

The list of the members'of the household is established by applying definition criteria different to the 
ones usually used in census and household surveys. In fact, in order to embrace the temporary 
moves as well as the complex residential systems (multi-residential) i t  is necessary to include in the 
observation not only the regular residents of the household but also the people for whom the 
dwelling unit surveyed makes part of their residential system. For the survey, the following were 
counted as members of a household: 

- The usual residents: A person is consigered a usual or regular resizefit if he/she lives most of the 
year in the household, even if at the time of the survey, the person is absent (for a short period of 
time, i.e. less than 6 months of absence accumulated over the year). 

- The temporary residents: A person is considered a temporary resident if he/she lives most of the 
year in another dwelling unit, but has  lived in the household surveyed for at least 30 (consecutive or 
non-consecutive) days within the twelve months preceding the date of the survey (whether or not the 
individual is present at the time of the survey). 

Sections C-I, C-II and C-III of the questionnaire are devoted to gathering the demographic and 
socioeconomic characteristics of each member of the surveyed household: sex, age, marital status, 
religion, caste, education level, characteristics of the main and secondary occupations. We tried to 
follow the definitions used in the Census and the National Sample Survey to be able to relate the 
information obtained through, these sources with the survey's results. 

In addition to this basic data, two series of questions are included regarding the respondents' daily 
moves from their residence to their place of study and from their residence to their place of work; that 
is, their commuting, which is described in spatial terms (exact location of destination), type of 
transportation used, time, and cost in cases where public transportation is used. 

See for example: DUREAU (F) - 'Le programme de recherche CEDE-ORSTOM sur "Les formes de mobilirC spatiale 
des populations de Bogota (Colombic) ct  lcur impact sur 13 dynamique de l'aire m6tropolitainc". PrCscnlation du 
systEme d'enquête'. Papcr prcscnlcd io  rhe scminar Analyse coniparke des proocessus d'inseriion urbaine [Comparative 
Analysis of proccsscs of urban inscnion]. CERPOD - IFAN - ORSTOM - CEPED - Univcrsiry of Monrral, Bamako. 
Mali, 25-28 Octotxr 1994. 
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Section C-IV - S u m m b  of the migratory trajectory of the household members 

The purpose of Secti n C-IV is to collect a summary of the migratory trajectory from the person's 

gathered:. place of birth, departure from place of birth, arrival to Delhi and amval to the present 
dwelling. Details about the activity carried out in the last place of residence before migrating to Delhi 
will further allow us to link 'occupational and residential mobilities. Two additional variables were 
created at the time of coding, on the basis of the migratory table used to collect the information : the 
number of migratory:steps before the last arrival in the Delhi metropolitan area, and the number of 
dwelling units mcupied in the Delhi metropolitan area. 

Section C-IV provid&s the necessary information to estimate the migratory flow towards and inside 
the metropolitan area,"and its characteristics in terms of individual data (Sections C-I,-IT and -111) and 
the types of trajectories that can be deduced from questions C-IV-1 to C-IV-14. 

In addition, these provide us with basic information about the summarized migratory trajectory of all 
the household members, which allows us to introduce the family unit in the analysis of residential 
practices. 

Section C-V- System'of Residence of the Members of the Household 

birth until the date o f" ,. the survey. Information about 4 key stages of hisher residential trajectory is 

The purpose of queqtions in section C-V is to investigate, based on the temporary moves, the systems 
of residence that thepembers of the household have and to detect the bi- or @-residential practices of 

living in those add?tional dwelling units. As in the definition of the members of the household, a 
dwelling unit is considered "another dwelling unit" (i.e., another component of the residence system) 
of an individual only when he/she has lived there at least 30 consecutive or non-consecutive days 

the population. 
dwelling unit 

s section identifies for each respondent two places of residence outside the 
survey is conducted, and the type of activity carried'out by the person while 

within the year previous to the survey. \... 

Section D. Charactehstics of the familv members livinc outside the dwelling unit surveyed. 

This section is the result of our interest to introduce the family as the unit of the spatial mobility 
analysis. The collection of data about the place of residence and present aGtivity of the parents and 
parents in law, children and / or spouse not living in the dwelling unif surveyed provides an 
observation of the System of residence of the family and a very interesting comprehension of the 
function of some in8ividual residences, such as the function of the urban residence in the economic 
and social reproduction of the family, and an understanding of the conditions around the occupation 
strategies developed by the family in the economic and geomphic space. 

3.4. Implementati'on of the  survey and first evaluation 

Following a pilot s&ey, the statistical survey was conducted by a team of 10 field investigators and 
two supervisors from mid-Februray to end of April, 1995; 1413 households were interviewed. 

The duration of the interview varied significantly, according not only to the size of the household, but 
also to the field investigator, from 20 minutes to more than one hour, with an average around 45 
minu tes. 

The rate of refusal rkmained low : 2,5 % on the average for the total sample, and it increased with the 
socio-economic strita: from 0.6 % in the  slums, up to 4,9 % in the new residential township for high 
income group people, with a maximum of 10 % in the government flats for fairly high rank officers. 

GlobalIy, the questionnaire was well accepted by the respondents, howevercertain questions aroused 
more suspicion ocnon-responses. In  particular the question about income faced cases of non- 

i' 
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response among traders, businessmen, indutrialists, etc. of the higher income groups, or, if not 
refusal, likely under-reporting. Certain people refused to give their caste name; nevertheless, the 
proportion of persons who refused to be.identified on the basis of their ascribed caste will be 
revealing in terms of social change. 
Quite often, the investigators also noticed a certain lassitude or lack of interest from the respondents 
in the last part of the questionnaire (Part D) devoted to the other relatives. In particular questions 
about in-laws, especially if they were already deceased, led to more frequent non-reponses or 
unaccurate responses. 
Yet, apart from the examples mentioned above, the cases of non-responses to a given question 
remained very rare. 

In section C-IV, devoted to the summary of the migratory trajectory, the systematic chronological 
record of every migratory step in the provided tabIe proved to be extremely useful. Such a method is 
even a prerequisite to ensure a good reliability of the information. 

In section C-V devoted to the system of residence, the graphic representation of the vanous stays in 
the calendar especially designed proved also to be very efficient. 

The evaluation of the survey conducted in Delhi confirms the global efficiency of the questionnaire 
already tested and applied in Bogota, in particuIar as far as the collection of data on' the different 
forms of spatial mobility is concerned. 

* 
The approach impkmented on the basis of the methodological lines presented above, constitutes a 
tool of observation and analysis in order to study how the different forms of population mobility 
contribute to the dynamics of an urban area, to its development as well as to its interna1 
tranformations. 

I 
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Institute of 

ORSTOM - IEG 
Economic Growth, Delhi University Enclave, Delhi 110007 

SURVEY ON SPATIAL MOBILITIES IN THE METROPOLITAN AREA OF 
DELHI 

February = April 1995 
I 

A. IDEKnFlCAilON 

Al. Town: 
I I  . .  

A2. Zone 
I I I  

A3. Locality 
. I l I I  

A 4  Strata 

A5. Block / polling stafion 

A6. Building 

A7. be l l i ng  unit 

A8. Household 

I I I  

I l I I  

I l I I  

I l I I  

Ag. Full address 

K” 

A10. Name of the household head 

1 4  



E CHARACTERfSTlCS OFTHE BUILDING AND OFTHE DWELLING UNIT 

&I- CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BUILDING 

51. Type of settlement where the building is located 
Public sector: - Government flatslhouses 11-1 

- DDA flats 2 1-1 

- Rehabilitation colony 3 1-1 

- Resettlement colony 4 1-1 

- Private builder (independent house or collective housing 5 1-1 Private formal sector: 

- Co-operative group housing society 6 1-1 

Informal sector: - Non authorized colonylbuilding 7 1-1 

-Slum, encroached huts 9 1-1 

Traditional sector: - Old city and extension 10 1-1 

11 1-1 

- Regularized colony 8 1-1 

- Urban village 

92. Type of building (purpose for which the building is used) 
. Residential only 11-1 

.Workshop, factory cum residence 

' Shop cum residence 

. Office cum residence 

' Any combination of (2), (3) andor (4) 

2 1-1 

3 1-1 

4 1-1 

5 1-1 

Other type of establishment or institution (school, hospital, place of entertainment, of worship, eating place ... etc) 6 1-1 
-. 

Building under construction 7 1-1 

-No building structure (footpath, under bridge, pipes ... etc) 

Other (specify): 9 1-1 

8 1-1 

33. Period since built 
Less than 1 year (1 994) 1 1-1 - 10 to less than 20 years (197483) 4 1-1 

1 to less than 5 years (1 989-93) 5 1-1 

5 to less than 10 years (1984-88) 31 I - 48 years and more (before the Partition) 6 I I 
2 1-1 - 20 to 48 years (from Partition to 1973) 

&Il- CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DWELLING UNIT 
(on the basis of the material used for construction) 

M. ~ y p e  of structure 

- Pacca 1 1-1 

- Semi- pacca 21 I 

- Katcha 3 1-1 

- No structure 4 1-1 

85. Type of dwelling unlt : 

- Independent house 11-1 - Living in a place not intended for residential purpose 4 1-1 

- Flat-apartment 2 1-1 - Place in a night shelter 5 1-r 

B6 How many groups of people prepare food separately in this dwelling unit ? (No of households) 

- Hut, tent (jhuggi-jhompn) 3 I I - Other (specify): 61 I 

L1-I 
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B-III- CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LIVING ACCOMMODATION OCCUPIED BY THE HOUSEHOLD 

W. Is drinklng water supplied within the premises 
)f this dwelling unit? 

'Yes 1 1-1 -NO 21-1 

87. How many llvlng rooms does this household occupy in an exclusive manner ? 
(excluding kitchen, bathroom, verandah, garage, workshop, store ...) 

812. Is electriclty supplied in this dwelling unit ? 

-Yes 1 I I  -NO 21-1 

88. What type of kitchen faclllty do you have in this dwelling unit ? 

- Separate room for the exclusive use of this household 

- Separate room shared with one or more households 

- No separate mom 

11-1 

2 1-1 

3 1-1 
~~~ 

B9. What type of bathing facillty do you have in this dwelling unit? 

- Attached bathroom for the exclusive use of this household 

- Detached bathroom (in the premises, for common use of households in the building) 

- No bathroom 

11-1 

2 1-1 

3 1-1 

810. What type of tollet facllity do you have in this dwelling unit? 

-Attached toilet, for the exclusive use of this household 

. Detached toilet ( in the premises for common use of households in the building) 

. No toilet in the building premises 

. 1 1-1 

2 1-1 

3 1-1 

~~ ~~ 

114. Is there any relationship between any member of the household and the owner of the dwelling unit? 

- Yes 11-1 
Go to C 

- N O  21-1 

115. How did you acquire this dwelling unit or piece of land? (tick more than one option if applicable) 

By inheritance 11-1 

Nith a loan 2 1-1 

tVth your own resources 3 1-1 

3ther manner (specify) : 4 1-1 
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CCHARACTERISTICS OF THE HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS 

;ehold members) 
hdrvidual No 1 

C-l. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS (For all the ho1 

b. Name and Sumame 
€2. enti$ status BLf  present (3) tempMary res.&m. presem 

(4) temporary residem . assem (21 usual m i ~ M  ~ atsent 

the head of the household 
(IO) mahernather in law 
(II) sister /brother in bw 

(14) d o m ~ k .  empbpe 
(15) relatwes of the empbyee 
(16) ienant 
(:7) 9-1 
(IS) other non rebtie 

(2) spowe (12)nieceInephew 
(41 married (13)other reblires 
(5 davghlerin taw hon in law 

(7) mher A a h r  
(8) sister I brolb 

(3 "rriedchild 

(61 erankm 

(3 granj-Mtr?r / grand-father 

ndividual No 3 

L! 

I I I  

Individual No 2 

I i I  

M I 1  I I FI21 I . .  C4. Male (1) or female (Z)? 
&. Aae in total years cornplebcl last birthday 

o; Year of girth 

b. What is vour current marital status ? 
I I I  

C8. Mrhat other languages do you speak ? 
(2 maximum) 

Cs. What is your rei ion . &g;.2 (~ )?Jus I i~  (3) Sikh (4 
9, BuWhkt (6) Jain (7) Olkr religion (8) No 

nnn 

C10. What is your caste or community? 
I l I I  I l I I  

31. To which category does il belong? 
(1) Scheduled caste 
(2) W e d d e d  trbe 

(3) Oher backward c lass  
(4) Olhers - Upper cates 

C-Il. EDUCATION (For household members aged 

C12 Do you know how to read and to write ? 
ClS. What is the highest educational level you have 
atlained? 

(7) Col+ -wrkr gra&xie $1 2 c M  (8) Graduate 
(3) Primry: Is1 10 4th stardard (9) Proless'mldqre 
(4) Mil&: 5th to h h  stardard (10) Postgradoale 
(5) Secondary: 61i1 to ?Oth st. (1 1) Tyhnical de$ee;c-enilicale 
(6) Higher secordary: 11th 10 12 st. (12) Oher (spec ) 

Yes:l 1 I I No:) 2 I I 

I I I  

__.___ --_----.-------- 
Yes I 1 I I 
tio I 3 Ï Ï G O  to C-UI 

t14. Do you still a?end any preschool, school M 
colkgeluniversity I 

Name: 
C15. What is the name and 
address of the school 
/college that you attend? 

Town: 
Locality: 
Address 

I I  

. I  I I I 
T i m  more man me a F p " W  

C16. Which mode of transportation do ou use 
lo o to this s c h ~ d  /college from your \ouse ? (13 e loat 

(2) 
(3) Motorcycle, s m l e r  (E) Pu& bus 
(4) Private car (9) Train 
(5) Cycle-rickshaw (10) Olhr (qew&) 

(6) Smier-ridtstew. mototryck r i h h a w  
(7) ScW bus. chanered bus 

c17. How long does fl take you to reach this school I 
callwe from vour house h e  wav\ ? 

11-1 61 I 

3 1-1 81 I 
21 I 7 I I I  

4 I I  9 1 1 1  
5 1-1 10 1-1 

I I  I 61 I 

31 I 8 I I  
2 IZl 7 1-1 

4 1 1 1  9 I-J 
5 1-1 10 I I  

__---------- 
I I I I minules I I I I minvres I I I I minaes 

I I I I p r w a y  
per monrh 

C18. How much does it cost you lor one way? 
3rper month? (in rupees) ( Public transprtalion) 
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C l l C  ACTIVITY AND OCCUPATION (For all the hwsehdd members) 
Individual No 3 
main aclivltv i sBcondm 

C l g W  have you done most of the time during the last 
12 months ? 

(1) worked 
(2) m duties 
(4) gujied 
(5) Ywrg child s l u m )  
(6) w o n  rent. inceresls. rem.mrras, pemion 
mold aged, disabled. ill 
(a) orhe! mn worken 

or was available lor a @I 

Goa 
Mo 

Ga 
IO 

CIV 

Goa 
Ca 

Ga 
10 

CIV 

11-1 Goa 
21 I ci0 
3 1 1 1  
41-1 Go 
51-1 10 
61-1 CIV 
71 I 
8 I Ï  

-~~ 

I 
I I I I  I l I I  

C20. What was your principal I secondary occupation 
during the M 1 2  months ? 

, were you working as an: 
(3) employee in the public sector 
14) empbyee in the private setlor 121 o m m u a  worker 

122. Was this work : 
(I) pemnentlreguhr (3) SeaSOMI 
(2) twnporary (4) casual 

(23. In ths j&, what is your monthly income ? 
rm nrpee~) 

C24. What k the name of the company, establishment, 
enterprise lor which you work ? 

(1) From 1 to 5 
(2) From 6 Io 10 

(3) From 11 Io M 
(4) More than 20 

C26. What is the main adivity of the establishment / 
?nterpnse,br which you work? 

( ) Agn;uhwe. I'nesiock. hurhg ,  fwestry and fishing 
(2) M' ' ard quarrying 
(3) M%aciuring 
(4) E k r i c l y ,  gas and waler 
(5) Comauction 
(6) Wbleäak and retail trade. resL2urarXs ard blels 
(7) Tranqml. gorage a d  m m u n b t i o n  
(8) Fnamkg, murarce, real estau an3 bushss services 
(9) Commwwry, &al ard persoral senices 

527. What is the address of the place where you work? 
(1) At home: Go to C31 
(2) Orher p k e :  -Give fhe address: Town 

b l i r y  
AbJress: - l- - l- 

I I I  1 1  I I I '  I I I  ] I l I I  
1 

1-1 61-1 !II I 61 I 
1-1 71-1 1217 7 1 2  
I I 81 I 131 I 81 I 

III loÏ-I 151-1 loÏ-1 
Ï l  91-1 -41-1 91-1 

1 -  

(1) Cm fool ' (6) Saxuer-r&hW, ~~r -cycle~r idcrhaw 
(2) Bicyde (7) Cha?ered bus 
(3) Motorcycle. samur (8) P d k  bus 
(4) Private car (9) Train 
(5) CyderiAshaw (10) Ckhr ( s p @ ~ )  

I I I  --- I I I I  I l I I  I 
3. How much d o s  it cost you lor one way? 

I r  pr month? (in Rtpees) (Public transporlation) I I I I j I  I I I I 
Gimomb- ,grZrT- 

31. In addition to this adivity, have you done any type 
bf gainful work, including as an unpaid helper in family 
nlerprise, during the last 12 months ? 

Yes 1 1-1 repeal Cl9 IC c#, 
(secondary 

c=PDbnl 
NO 2 1  I & t o U b '  

les 1 1-1 ropeat ci9 to c30 

w i i o n )  
40 2 1  I GoIoUV 

(secondary 
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>-N-MIGRATORY STEPS (For all the househdd members) 
32 Miere were y w  t>om ? 

(1) outside India 1-1 I I 
Country: I - Ï -  

(2) In India outside Delhi Urban Agglomeration 1 2 1 -  I 
I Ï-l- 
Ï I Ï  

Sale: 
Distrid:- 
Tekil: 1J-I 

I Ï Ï I  

3) In Delhi Urban Agglomeration 1-3 I I 
I I -1- bktrid. 

L d i  

C33.Wasthalplacemral I l  I I or u h n 1 2 1  I ? 

3 4 .  Have you always been living in Delhi ? 

t‘ES I 1  I I GoloC35 NO I 2  I I Gofoc36 

%. Have you always been living in this dwelling unit? 

t‘ES I l  I I GotoC-V NO I 2  I I GoloC46 

336. When did you leave the townhillage where you were bom ? 
191 I I 

3. When did you wme to live in Delhi (for the last time)? 
19 I , I 

1r: For how many years have you been hing in Delhi ? I I I 

%. Where did you live belore coming lo Delhi ? 

YES 1-1_1-1 NO I 2  I I Place of birth . .  
I t  

I 1 7  
I Ï Ï  

Tehsil: LEI 

Country: 
State: 
k t r i d :  

[=39. Was that place rural 1-1-1-1 or urban I-2-1-1 ? 

20. What was your main activrty in that place belore your departure? 
(1) worked I I I  &roc41 
(2) Looked or was avaibble for a @ 21 I 
(3) H w b H  ddes  3 III 
i4j sojw 4 1  I 
(5) Y o u q  driwmt studying) 51-1 & B W  
(6) Lived on re& htefesCs. remfiances. pensbn 6 I Ï  
(7) Old aged. disabled. II 7 1-1 
(8) aher m n  woken 8 1 1 1  

INDIVIDUALN” I I I 
c41. what was your princpal occupation in that phœ ? 

C42. In that job, were you working as an: 
(3) empbyee in the p k k .  seclor 
(4) empb e in the private Sector 

(1) W ’ b P r  
(2) wm-accwrm worker 

(5) “rQa&W 
1-1 

C43. Was thaf work : 
(I) permanerß./regular (3) SeaSOMl 
(2) temporary (4) casual 

I I  a .  I 

b4. what was the main adivity of the establishment /enterprise lor 
which you worked in lhat place? 

1-1 

(5) Comtmbn 
(6)whoIesab ard retail trade, restaurants ard hotek 
(7 )TranW yoras; and mmu*fon 
(8) Fí~nciq.  w a r m ,  real estate ard.business senikeS 
(9) Co”unry. sccial and p e r s o ~ l  serm?~ 

C45. For which reasons did you m e  to live in Delhi ? (see code) 

1st I ’ I I 2 n d I  I I 3rd I I I 

‘c46. When did you come to live in this dwelling unit (for the last time ? 
191 ) I  

oc For how many years have you been living in this dwelling unit? 

I I  
C47. Where did you live before moving in this dwelling unit? 

(1)Outside Delhi Urban Agglomeration I 1 I I go foc-V 

1-2 I I 
--Ï I I 

(2) In Delhi Urban Agglomeration 
Distr¡d: a.-. 
Localily: 

, I I I  

C48,WasthatpbcerwalI 1 I I or urban121 I . ?  

249. For which r w n s  did you move in this dwelling unit? (see code) 

1st I I I 

2 n d l  I I 

3 d I  I I 

Y bener a m a  maper bustrg wffiGm3 
!lb) tener ciric o( oher amenities a rc ib  facilities 
(11) evinion lonn tte prwious 
(12) social. pplki;af pr&bms at the previous pbe  01 residem 
(13) lof mamage 
(14) due 10 movement of parents I eamiq  members 
(15) mQrat¡on,f+bwingb¡nhat~k mother’s parens’pbce 
(16) other lamllral reasons 

$5, C49: Reasons lor migration / change of dwelling (3 maximum) : 
(I) tramfer due to srvice 
(2) in search of employment 
(3) in search 01 tener empbymen( 
(4) to take q a @ 
(5) to slan own enterprise, business, shop. prolession 
(6) tener proximity K, pbce o( work 

# % % ~ ~ o (  own b W b t  (17) other ~specirul 

If necessary, use the following table to reconstitufe the individual’s migratory steps 
I AGE I fJLACt I Y U R  1 AGt I U C t  1 

I 
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CV. SYSTEM OF RESIDENCE (For all the kusehdd members) INDIVIDUALNO I I I 
m. w e  have you lived íor the hst 12 months ? 

1_1-1_1 Spent most of the time in this dwelling 

1-2-1-1 Spent most of the time outside this dwelling 

C51. During the time you were absent, did you stay for at least 30 days in one place - not necessarily in  a continuous manner ? 

Total duration of absence 
(accumulaled) 

Number of days present in 
this dwelling 1 1 1 1  CONTINUE 

- less than 1 week I 11-I Gotothe 
- from 1 week to less than 1 month 1-2 7 I nexf person - 1 month and more 1-37 I 

Total No of months &ski I I I 

Other dwelling No 2 
I 

I I I 1  

Yes1 1 I I Gotoc52  
Coulb ÕÚ$ve us some information about the dwellin where you lived 
most oythe time when you were absent from the present cfwelling ? 

No, travelled to different places 1-2-1-1 Go to the next person 

C52. How many days of the last 12 months did you spend in that dwelling ? 

CS. When and how frequently did you stay in that dwelling ? (see calendar) 

C54. Where is that dwelling located ? Country: 
( I )  Outside India: Country Stale: 
(2 In India outside Delhi UA. : State, Distn'd, Teshil Distrid 
(31 In Delhi Urban Agglomeration: Distn'd:, Locahty Teshil: 

C55. Is it in a rural (1) or urban (2) placa ? 
E56. In that place, in which kind of dwelling did ou sta 

(1) A m a l e  k l h g  where a r e b h  lbes 

Locality 

(l) A boag SCW 
(2) A ' ate M i n g  h r e  m rebtire k 
(3)AKel guest buse, dharamshala 
(4) A work site (faciory, wmtruabn she ...) 

(6) A miPary quaner 
(7) A Ì-&al 
(8) Any oiher (specify) m. For which reasons did you stay in that dwelling ? (tick more than one f i  

(6) Health 
(7) R e @ ¡  p u p x  
(8) Prwious or usual place of residete 
(9) ater m o m  (SpeCifyJ 

C58. Did you work in that place ? 

€59. Was you occupation dilíerent írom the one you have when you stay in Ihe 
,resent dwelling ? 

350. What kind of work did you do in that place ? 
361. In that iob. were vou workino as an: 

(2j owkatcow worker j4j e m p h p  inthe'piraie  or 
(5) urpaidklpr 

562. Was  that work 
(1) permanewreguhr (3) seasonal 
(2) eemporary (4 )  casu31 

at was t e main adivily of the establishment /enterprise for which you 

(1) A@dlwe. Irveslo& huming. forestry and fishing 
(2)Mti-i a d q a n y ' k g  
(3) Manzacturirg 
(4) Elearicity. gas and waler 

(6) whjlesaie and retail trade, restaurams a d  bids 
(7) Transpon, storage an3 wmmunitah 
(8) Fmnciq, inuaance. real eslale an3 busiress s e r v k  
(9) Canmunity. ~ c i 4  an3 personal sehices 

(5)  cons- 
, 

!64. Did you stay in any other place for a! least 30 days in the last 12 months - not 
iecessarily in a continuous manner- apart from the dwelling where you are now 
Ind the one you just described ? 

aber dwelling No 1 

I I I 1  

I I I  

I I  ------lii 

Yes I 1-1-1 Continue 
N o r 2  I I Golo C64 

Yes 1-1-1-1 Continue 
No I 2  I I 8o.lo CM 

I I I  

Write in the followina calendar the duration of stav in ea& dwellina unit. usina the followirw abbreviations : 

I 
I 

1-1 

Go lo the ned person 
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ì IN M E  DWELUNG UNIT SURVEYED 

&ere was hekhe  bom? 
I3 I o7 

Where does (did) h e k k  live? 

rics OF- 
M 

DGHARACTER 
D1 

~ndividwl (1) Outside Indii: Country 
(2 In India outside Delhi U.A.: Stale, District, r Tehsil 
3 In Delhi U.A.: Distnd, L d Q  Rural (1) or u h  (2) ? 

I I  I 1 2 1  1 1 3 1  I H R J I  I 
I- I ~ ~ r y - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _  . -.-. - -- - __ - _- --_ I I  I 1 2 1  _ -_  I 131  - -- 1 ~ 1  I- I I 

u 
Year d 
birth 

heads father I I * I  
Age- 
191 I I 
Year76iiih 

I I I  
head's mdher I I I  

Age- 

191 I I 
Year76iiih 

I I I  
head's spouse 

I I I  
A- 
191 l l 
YearT6iiih 

I I I  . . .  
spuw's ialher 

I I I  
Age- 
191 I I 
YearTGiiih 

I l l  
spouse's mother 

I I I  
Age- 
191 I I 
YearöfGiiih 

I I I  
head's chi!d (1 f 

I I I  
3- 
191 I I 
YearT6iiih 

rame: 

IL 
head's child (2) 

I I I  
Age- 
191 I I 
YearT6iiih 

rame: 

1-1- 
head's child (3) 

__ 

I I I  
3- 
191 I I 
Y e a r 3 5 3  IL 

head's child (4) 
19 1-1-1 

I I I  
yeaQags 

I I I  
P- 
191 I I 
Y e a r T 6 X  

Mme: 

19 1-1-1 I I I  
Age- 

191 I I 
, Y e a r T h T  

Mme: 

I 1  
head's child (6) 

Mme: 



. .  

M 
lndtvidual 

m2 w 
S"bY- 
ment 
status 

head's la1 her 
Y e s I l I  I No121 I 

I I I  
head's mother 

CODES 
bs. whal is was) hisher main activity ? . d 1% orwas a v a i w  b a 

(3) Habehold Mes 

1;; E t k ' d  (nst stldyiq) 
(6) LW on rem, iderests, reminances, pensbn 
(7) old aged. disabkd, il ... 
(8) Olher run worken 

head's spouse 

spouse's 
father 

I I I 1  

I I I I  

D1 O. In this pb, is (was) hdshe working as an: 
8 %%worker 

(4 )  emplop in the prkate SBcIw 
(3) employee in the publlcseaor 

(5) bper 

Dll. What is (was) the main adkity of the establishment I 
ente rise.rOr w h i i  he /she. works (worked)? 8) Agnxhwe, Irvesto&, hurcq, forestry and fishing 

(2) M t k ~  a d  quarrying 
(3) Mandamrkg 
(4) Eledkly, gas and water 
(5) Cwstrutkn 
(6) Whdesale%d retail trade, restaurants and tmlels 
(7) Transpon, storage and axnmunicatbn 
(8) Fmxhq, inswam, real estate and business services 
(9) Commnty, social and penorel services 

. 

spouse's 
m 0 t k  

head's child 
(1 I 

I I I I  

I l I I  

head's child 
0 

head's chiM 
13) 

I I I 1  
head's child 

(4) 

I I I I  
head's child 

(9 

I I I 1  

I I I 1  
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